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To study the texture, microstructural changes, and classi�cation of cold-fresh (C-F), freeze-thawed once (F-T0), and freeze-thawed
twice Tan mutton (F-Tt), the aforementioned three types of Tan mutton were subjected to near-infrared hyperspectrum scanning,
scanning electron microscopy, and TPA testing. �e original spectrum of Tan mutton was obtained at a wavelength range of
900∼1,700 nm after hyperspectrum scanning; a spectrum fragment ranging from 918 nm to 1,008 nm was intercepted, and the
remaining original spectrum was used as a studied spectrum (“full spectrum” hereafter). �e full spectrum was pretreated by SNV
(standard normal variate), MSC (multiple scattering correction), and SNV+MSC and then extracted feature wavelengths by SPA
(successive projections algorithm) and CARS (competitive adaptive reweighted sampling) algorithm, and 25 feature wavelengths
were obtained. By combining these feature wavelengths with classi�ed variables, the SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA (partial least
squares-discriminate analysis, PLS-DA) and SNV+MSC−SPA−PLS-DA models for classi�cation of C-F and F-T Tan mutton were
established. In contrast, SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA yielded the highest classi�cation rate of 98% and 100% for calibration set and
validation set, respectively. �e results indicated that the texture and surface microstructure of F-T Tan mutton deteriorated, and
more worsely with F-T time. SNV+MSC-CARS-PLS-DA could be well used to classify C-F, F-T0, and F-Tt Tan mutton.

1. Introduction

Tan sheep (Yanchi, Ningxia, China) is a representative meat
sheep breed with Chinese regional characteristics, even fat
distribution, minimal mutton taste, tender meat, and rea-
sonable nutritional composition [1]. However, due to deep
processing and low level of conversion technology, more
than 90% of Tan mutton is sold as cold-fresh (C-F) and
frozen Tan mutton [2].

Freezing is the most e¥ective means of preservation in the
circulation and sale of Tanmutton products [3]. In addition to
e¥ectively inhibiting microbial growth and prolonging shelf
life, it can easily lead to some unexpected changes in Tan
mutton products such as the destruction of microstructure,
loss of cell sap, and deterioration of texture. Moreover, the
taste, §avor, and nutrient levels decrease after freeze-thaw (F-
T) treatment [4]. Criminals use F-T Tan mutton instead of
C-F Tan mutton in selling for illegal pro�t [5].

�erefore, it is critical to develop a feasible and reliable
technique that can be used for discrimination between C-F
and F-T Tan mutton. In general, it is di©cult to di¥erentiate
between C-F and F-T Tan mutton due to their similar ap-
pearance in shape, color, and texture [6]. To date, correla-
tional analyses have been conducted to investigate the
di¥erences between C-F and F-T Tan meat using di¥erent
approaches, including in enzymatic [7, 8], physiological [9],
physical [6, 10], chemical [6, 10, 11, 12], and microbiological
[11, 13] methods.

NIRS is a well-consolidated analytical technology that
can fuse spectral information with component and surface
sample information, thus precisely re§ecting the “inside and
outside” comprehensive changes [4]. Several hyperspectral
techniques have been applied to the �eld of component
analysis and F-T meat classi�cation [14–16].

�e hyperspectral imaging technique was investigated
for nondestructive determination of refrigeration time and
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moisture content in chilled Tan mutton within the wave-
length range of 400–1,000 nm [17]. Jin [18] proposed that the
BP-ANN (back propagation-artificial neural network)
quantitative prediction model for fat and protein content of
fresh Tan mutton using the hyperspectral technique
(wavelength: 900–1,700 nm), which showed that the PSO-
BP-ANN (established based on feature wavelengths
extracted by PSO; particle swarm optimization, PSO) allows
better prediction for fat and protein content in fresh Tan
mutton. Furthermore, PLSR and LDA (linear discriminant
analysis) classification models based on nine spectrum input
variables (nine feature wavelengths extracted using the PLSR
weight method) were applied to roughly discriminate ten-
derness grades of fresh Tan lamb [19] and achieve the desired
discriminant results.

However, despite these investigations, no relevant study
on the texture, microstructural changes, and classification of
F-T Tan mutton has been conducted, to date. /e specific
aims of this study were (1) to perform scanning electron
microscope (SEM) scanning to analyze the surface micro-
structural changes of C-F, F-T0 (freeze-thawed once), and
F-Tt (freeze-thawed twice) Tan mutton; (2) to measure the
hardness, gumminess, cohesiveness, springiness, chewiness,
and resilience of above three types of Tan mutton to analyze
their internal textural changes; (3) to collect spectral in-
formation and extract feature wavelengths of C-F, F-T0, and
F-Tt Tan mutton; and (4) to establish and select classified
models based on feature wavelengths.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation. Samples were derived from six-
month-old Yanchi (Ningxia, China) Tan mutton. /e Tan
sheep were slaughtered, and their hindquarters were evis-
cerated and packed with clean, transparent polyethylene
film, and then transported (−4°C, constant temperature) to
the laboratory within six hours.

Each eviscerated hindquarter was cut along the vertical
muscle fiber direction into 213 pieces of 5 cm× 5 cm× 1 cm
(length×width× height) and used as testing samples at
room temperature (25°C). /e average weight of the sample
was approximately 49.50 g, and the weight ranges from
40.68 g to 59.21 g (AB104-N, Mettler Toledo, Shanghai,
China).

/e above 213 samples were randomly divided into the
C-F Tan mutton group (rapid cooling treatment, with center
temperature of the sample dropping to 0–4°C within 24 h),
F-To group (rapid cooling treatment; samples were frozen at
−23°C for 36 h and thawed at 25°C for 2 h), and F-Tt group
(rapid cooling treatment; F-To reprocessed twice, samples
were frozen at −23°C for 36 h and thawed at 25°C for 2 h, and
then frozen at −23°C for 36 h and thawed at 25°C for 2 h). A
total of 210 samples were used for spectral image acquisition
and texture measurement, and the remaining three samples
were used for scanning electron microscopy.

To avoid the influence of thawing moisture on the ab-
sorption efficiency of the sample, filter paper was used to
absorb the surface moisture of the sample before the spectral
imaging.

2.2. Spectral Image Acquisition. /e hyperspectral images of
the Tan mutton were acquired using a hyperspectral col-
lecting system (wavelength range: 900–1,700 nm, spectral
resolution: 5 nm, 256 bands)./e system consisted of a CCD
camera (1,004 pixels× 668 pixels, Zelos-285GV, Kappa
Optronics GmbH, Gleichen, Germany), Inspector (N17 E
Spectral Imaging, Ltd., Oulu. Finland), slit width: 30 μm, slit
length: 9.6mm, 35W tungsten lamp light source (HSIA-LS-
TDIF, Zolix Instruments Co., Ltd., Beijing, China), elec-
tronic control displacement platform (PSA200-11-X), and
computer (Lenovo Intel® Core i7-2600CPU@3. 4GHz,
RAM4. 00G) equipped with data acquisition software
(SpectrumSENS, Zolix Instruments).

/e hyperspectral collecting system was precalibrated
before capturing spectral images of the samples. /e steps
were as follows: all-black images were obtained by covering
the camera lens to eliminate the effect of the dark current in
the camera. All-white images were obtained by collecting
standard whiteboard images to eliminate the influence of
uneven distribution of indoor light [20].

Tan mutton samples were placed on a piece of black
light-absorbing cloth, the reflection of which was nearly zero
at every wavelength, thereby decreasing the influence of
reflection of the background during the process of hyper-
spectral image acquisition. To collect a nondistortional
hyperspectral image, the speed of the stepper motor was
adjusted to synchronize with the scanning speed. Hence,
each sample moved at a constant speed of 10mm/s over the
translation stage. /e actual length of the scan line was
80mm (clear sample images are available). /e distance
between the surface of the Tan mutton being imaged and the
lens and the lamps were fixed at 385mm and 300mm, re-
spectively. /e exposure time of the CCD camera was set to
10ms (allows the best definition of the image). Hyper-
spectral images were acquired within the spectral range of
900∼1,700 nm, with 2.97 nm intervals between contiguous
bands, with a total of 256 bands. /e images were saved in a
band-interleaved-by-line (BIL) format.

2.3. Measurement of Textural Indices. To better analyze the
internal and external changes of the F-T Tan mutton, me-
chanical parameters, including hardness, gumminess, co-
hesiveness, springiness, chewiness, and resilience, were
measured after acquiring hyperspectral images.

Fifteen samples were randomly selected from each of the
three groups that were placed on the platform of the texture
analyzer. /e upper surface was a test contact plane, whose
direction is parallel to the muscle fiber. Textural indices were
measured by compressing four points on a cross equilateral
line and one point in the middle position of the upper
surface. /e mean of five measurements was the final result.

Texture apparatus (TA.XT Plus, SMS Corp., England)
equipped with a P/36R probe was implemented by means of
a TPA mode. /e other parameters were set as follows:
falling speed: 1mm·s−1 before trigger; loading rate: 1mm·s−1;
rising speed: 5mm·s−1 after the test; trigger force: 5 g; data
acquisition rate: 200 pps; deformation: 30%; and measure-
ment interval time: 5 s. Hardness, gumminess, cohesiveness,
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springiness, chewiness, and resilience were obtained by
analyzing the strength-time curve.

2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy. /e formation and
growth of ice crystals in the muscle cell has a destructive
effect on the tissue structure, including the cell membrane
[21]. /erefore, it is necessary to analyze the microcosmic
structural differences of the F-T Tan mutton.

/e three samples that are selected from 213 samples
were cut into 3mm× 1mm× 1mm (length×width× height)
sample strips along the direction of muscle fiber, then the
sample strips were immediately observed to obtain high-
definition images via a field emission scanning electron
microscope (15 kV :1 nm: Jsm-7500f03040701, Japan Elec-
tronic Co., Ltd.).

/e experimental method was based on Haga and
Ohashi [22] with minor modification: 0.1mol/L phosphate
buffer (pH 7) was used to prepare the glutaraldehyde so-
lution and formaldehyde solution, with a volume fraction of
2.5% and 4%, respectively./e two solutions were mixed at a
1 :1 ratio and used in fixing the samples for 24 h at 4°C. After
fixation, the samples were rinsed with 0.1mol/L phosphate
buffer (pH 7) for thrive, for 30min each wash. /e samples
were then fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide solution (0.1mol/L
phosphate buffer, pH 7) at 4°C for 2 h, then rinsed with
distilled water thrice, and then dehydrated across an ethanol
gradient (30%, 70%, and 100%). /e samples were observed
and pasted on the SEM sample table after freeze-drying (ES-
2030 HITACHI) and sprayed using an ion sputtering film
apparatus (E-1010 Giko). /e samples were observed and
photographed under a SEM.

2.5. Spectral Image Preprocessing. A total of 210 hyper-
spectral cube images (including two-dimensional spatial and
spectral information) were collected based on the parame-
ters described in Section 2.2.

To eliminate the uneven intensity distribution of light
sources in each band and the nonspectral information in-
troduced by sensor responses, raw images (R0) were cor-
rected and images in reflectance mode (Rc) were obtained
using the following formula:

R(%) �
R0 −D

W−D
× 100, (1)

where D is the dark reference image (∼0% reflectance)
obtained by covering the camera lens using the opaque cap
and W is the white reference image (∼100% reflectance)
obtained by a standard whiteboard. /is step is called image
calibration. Here, the dark and white reference images were
regularly updated during the experiments.

After image calibration, the hyperspectral images were
resized to reduce their irrelevant information. Based on the
actual size of the sample, the pixels of the hyperspectral cubic
image of each sample were adjusted from
1,004 pixels× 668 pixels to 600 pixels× 480 pixels in ENVI
4.8 (Research System, Inc., Boulder, CO, USA) software,
then the whole sample surface (600 pixels× 480 pixels) was

selected as the region of interest (ROI), and the average
reflection spectrum of ROI was extracted.

/e average spectrum was pretreated using SNV, MSC,
and SNV+MSC methods to eliminate irrelevant in-
formation and noise (e.g., stray light, sample background,
and electrical noise) contained in the spectrum as much as
possible.

2.6. Extraction of Feature Wavelengths. /e pretreated
spectrum still contains a lot of redundant information, and
the difference in effective spectrum is small, and thus it takes
time to establish a model and weakens the performance of
the model due to the introduction of invalid information.
/e CARS and SPA algorithms have their own advantages in
selecting feature wavelengths and reducing data collinearity.

/e CARS algorithm combines exponentially decreasing
function (EDP) with adaptive reweighted sampling (ARS) to
select the PLS subset model with the minimum RMSECV
(80% of the classified variables that were randomly selected
during each selection process to establish the PLS model
calibration set model) [23]. /e selected PLS subset model
consists of optimal classified variables. /us, the CARS al-
gorithm has a significant advantage in selecting the most
effective wavelengths.

/e SPA can calculate the projection of the remaining
wavelengths of the preselected variable combination and
select out the smallest collinearity combination, thereby
eliminating multicollinear wavelengths to the maximum
extent [24].

2.7. Establishment of the PLS-DA Model. PLS-DA based on
partial least squares (PLS) algorithm is powerful in solving
nonlinear classification problems, noise reduction, and
variable selection [25].

In this study, PLS-DA was applied on a dataset that
consists of X and Y matrices. /e X matrix consisted of the
spectral information [26], with n being the gross of the
spectrum and p the quantity of classified variables. /e Y
matrix contains n rows and three columns that map three
classes of Tan mutton, namely, C-F, F-To, and F-Tt of the
dataset.

/e sample set partitioning based on the joint X-Y
distance (SPXY) method was used to partition the sample set
before establishing PLS-DA, which can calculate each
sample distance based on spectral and classified variables
individually. /e calculated sample distance was divided by
its own maximum value so that it equals the weight of the
two feature parameters when the sample is selected [27].

In this study, the sample ratio of calibration and vali-
dation set is 3 :1. /e distance between samples is defined by
the following formula:

dxy(i, j) �
dx(i, j)

maxi.,j∈(1,z) dx(i,j)[ ]
+

dy(i, j)

max
i,j∈(1,z)dy(i,j)

,

i, j ∈ [1, z],

(2)
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where dx(i, j) and dy(i, j) are the distance of each sample
based on spectral and classified variables, respectively. A
total of 160 samples were selected to set up the calibration
model, and 50 samples were used to validate the prediction
performance of the model.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructural Analysis of C-F, F-To, and F-Tt Tan
Mutton. Figure 1 represents the SEM images of C-F, F-To,
and F-Tt Tan mutton. /e muscle fiber surface of C-F Tan
mutton is smooth and clear, and the arrangement of muscle
fiber is neat and regular. /e compact muscle bundle gap of
muscle fiber is smaller (Figure 1(a)). After F-T treatment
(Figure 1(b)), the structure of themuscle fibers showed slight
“deterioration”, which includes slight contraction, de-
formity, slight protrusion on the surface, a decrease in
smoothness of themuscle fiber, an increase in the gap among
bundles, and variable degrees shape of muscle bundle dis-
tortion./ese features may be attributable to the elasticity of
the connective tissue membrane in muscles, which plays a
role in maintaining muscle integrity and preventing muscle
fiber damage [28]. During the freezing process, the for-
mation and growth of ice crystals in the muscle cells caused
crush damage to the connective tissue membrane. /e in-
ternal structure integrity of the muscle cells was destroyed
[29]. /e smaller gaps in the muscle bundles were due to
thawing and stiffening, and the sarcomere contracts 36 h
after slaughter, thereby resulting in a decrease of muscle fiber
gap and an increase of muscle bundle space. In addition,
these changes may also be due to cold contraction of the
carcass as these were immediately placed in a frozen envi-
ronment (low temperature stimulates the neural condi-
tioned reflex or the calcium pump in the sarcoplasmic
reticulum is sensitive to low temperatures, which results in
stronger interactions between actin and myosin) [30].

After F-Tt treatment (Figure 1(c)), the muscle stiff
mature tended to be completed and the muscles stiffen
within 72 h of slaughter; the muscle fibers are severely de-
formed, broken, disorganized, and loosely structured, which
have resulted from the destruction of myofibrillar skeleton
and degradation of intermuscular line protein and troponin
T [31].

Texture can directly reflect the mechanical properties
and taste changes in C-F, F-To, and F-Tt Tan mutton. Table 1
illustrates that the hardness (253.12N and 221.55N) and
chewiness (118.11N and 116.33N) of the F-To and F-Tt
groups were significantly lower than those of the C-F group
(323.70N and 179.15N) (p< 0.05). /ere was no significant
difference (p> 0.05) in springiness between the F-Tt and C-F
groups, but was significantly lower than that of the F-To
group (p< 0.05). No significant difference (p< 0.05) in
cohesiveness among the three groups was observed.

Hardness of Tan mutton relates to the content and
distribution of protein and muscle fiber, which decreases
with loss of muscle moisture [19]. After F-T treatment, cell
structure was destroyed, cell sap was los,t and myofibrillar
protein degraded, which resulted in a significant decrease in
hardness.

/e springiness of Tan mutton increases with moisture
content to a certain extent [19]. It does not induce detectable
damage to cell structure (compared with Figures 2(a) and
2(b)) and leads to slight exudation of muscle fiber cell sap
after F-To treatment, which may be the reason why F-To Tan
mutton’s springiness was higher than that of C-F Tan
mutton.

/e chewiness of Tan mutton is a comprehensive re-
flection of hardness, cohesiveness, and springiness [32].
/eoretically, springiness and hardness also affect the
chewiness of Tan mutton, so the chewiness of C-F Tan
mutton was significantly higher than that of the other two
groups.

3.2. Spectral Pretreatment. Spectral absorbability is closely
related to sample composition [33]. Figure 3 plots the
original near-infrared spectral curve of the 210 samples. Due
to minimal differences in the main components of C-F, F-To,
and F-Tt Tan mutton, the trend of the spectral curve of each
sample was similar and no distinct abnormal samples were
observed.

/e spectral curve within the wavelength range of
918∼1,008 nm was chaotic because of the low signal-noise
ratio of the hyperspectral camera, and it was easy to amplify
the noise after calibration [34]. /us, the spectral fragment
ranging from 918 nm to 1,008 nm was intercepted, and the
original spectrum containing the 225 bands and ranging
from 1,010 nm to 1,678 nm was used for further
investigation.

/ere were less different chemical components with
samples from each group, and each chemical component
showed relatively stable spectral absorption, which leads to
the analogous ROI spectrum for each group of samples.
/erefore, the average reflectance spectral curves of ROI
ranging from 1,010 nm to 1,678 nm are shown in Figure 2(b),
the increase and decrease trend is consistent, and the po-
sitions of their peaks and troughs are very close.

Figure 2(b) shows the following:

(1) /e ROI spectral curves of C-F, F-To, and F-Tt Tan
mutton are similar, their trends of increase and
decrease are consistent, and the locations of the
peaks and troughs are very close./e general trend of
the ROI spectral curves shows an oblique “M” shape
within 1,065 nm∼1,415 nm. Each curve has one peak
at 1,150 nm and 1,325 nm, a trough at 1,260 nm, and
a gentle curve trend within the spectral range of
1,440 nm to 1,650 nm.

(2) /e ROI average spectral reflectance of C-F Tan
mutton at 1,010 nm∼1,415 nm was higher than that
of F-T Tan mutton. A significant difference in ROI
average spectral reflectance was observed among the
three groups at 1,010 nm∼1,177 nm (C-F> F-To> F-
Tt).

(3) /e ROI average spectral reflectance of C-F, F-To,
and F-Tt Tan mutton had the local minimum values
at 1,065 nm, which showed strong absorbability
(protein denaturation and hydrolysis due to the
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destruction of cell structure by crystallization, an
increase in nitrogen-containing exudates may be
related to the third order frequency-doubling of N-H
bond) and the local maximum values at 1,150 nm,
which showed strong reflectivity (accounting for the
water bands after F-T treatments, which was possibly
due to the water loss after being thawed).

SNV, MSC, and SNV+MSC were applied to pretreat the
original spectrum. Comparative analysis indicated that
SNV+MSC is the best method, owing to the better per-
formance of established PLS model based on spectral pre-
treatment by SNV+MSC. /is may be due to an amount of
spectrum noise being removed and increasing with the
differences among original spectral variables after
SNV+MSC pretreatment, which improves the robustness
and performance of the PLS model. /erefore, the spectrum
after SNV+MSC pretreatment (Figure 2(c)) was applied for
further investigation.

3.3. Extraction of Feature Wavelengths. Before running
CARS, the optimal principal component number of the PLS
model was first determined. /e maximum principal
component number was set to 40, and the sampling number
of Monte Carlo was 200. /ree quarters of the total samples
were used as the calibration set, and the RMSECV under
different the principal component numbers were obtained
(Figure 3). When the principal component number is 18, the
minimum RMSECV is 0. 2674, so the optimal principal
component number was 18.

Setting CARS running parameters: /e Monte Carlo
sampling number is 200, the principal component number
was 18, and cross-validation group number was 10. /e
CARS running results are shown in Figures 4(a)–4(c),
which represent the changes in the number of sampled
variables, the RMSECV of 10-fold cross validation and
regression coefficient with the increasing number of MC
sampling runs.

Table 1: Textures of C-F, F-To, and F-Tt Tan mutton.

Category Hardness Springiness Cohesiveness Gumminess Chewiness Resilience
C-F Tan mutton 323.7008± 39.3047a 0.8749± 0.0674b 0.6281± 0.0676a 203.8078± 36.2140a 179.1529± 38.0677a 0.2278± 0.0554a
F-To Tan mutton 253.1150± 49.2373b 1.5866± 0.3850a 0.6236± 0.0549a 158.6631± 38.4950b 118.1115± 39.1555b 0.2401± 0.0331a
F-Tt Tan mutton 221.5507± 54.7750b 0.8081± 0.0677b 0.6547± 0.0464a 144.4275± 32.4243b 116.3317± 26.1189b 0.2374± 0.0284a
Mean of three replicates± standard deviation; means in the same column with different letters are significantly different (p< 0.05). Reversely no difference
(p> 0.05).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: Scanning electron microscopy of Tan mutton. (a) C-F Tan mutton. (b) F-To Tan mutton. (c) F-Tt Tan mutton.
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Figure 3: Variation in RMSECV values with principal numbers of the PLS model.
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Figure 2: Spectral images. (a) Near-infrared original spectrum. (b) ROI average reflectance spectrum. (c) Spectrum preprocessed by
SNV+MSC.
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Figure 4(a) shows that a rapid reduction in the number
of sampled variables was observed in the first four MC
sampling runs, and then gradually decreased, which shows
the “rough” and “elaborate” selection process of key vari-
ables based on EDP [23].

Figure 4(b) shows that the RMSECV of the established PLS
model that was based on selected variables becomes smaller
with increasingMC sampling time in the first 38MC sampling
runs, which indicates that a large amount of irrelevant and
collinear information was eliminated. When the sampling run
is 38 (located in the asterisk vertical line in Figure 4(c)), the
RMSECV reaches a minimum value 0.2490. After 38MC
sampling runs, the RMSECV gradually increased with more
MC sampling runs, which may be due to the removal of some
important information from classified variables. /erefore, 23
feature wavelengths were obtained as follows: 1,052nm,
1,062nm, 1,130 nm, 1,169nm, 1,205nm, 1,220 nm, 1,240nm,
1,300nm, 1,324 nm, 1,327nm, 1,357nm, 1,366 nm, 1,372nm,
1,398nm, 1,401 nm, 1,413 nm, 1,443nm, 1,488nm, 1,544nm,
1,571 nm, 1,628 nm, 1,643 nm, and 1,655 nm.

To identify the optimal method for screening feature
variables, the SPA is also used as a comparison algorithm to
extract the feature wavelengths from 1,010 nm to 1,678 nm so
that it can minimize the collinearity among selected variables.
/e SPA running parameters were set as follows: the selected
number of feature wavelengths ranged from 1 to 35, and the
step length was 1. /e results are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5(a) shows that RMSE varies with the number of
variables included in the model, which indicates the dy-
namically eliminated process of collinear variables. When the
RMSE was 0.2560, the number of collinear variables included
inmodel was lowest, and 23 feature wavelengths were selected
from Figure 5(b): 1,011 nm, 1,017 nm, 1,032 nm, 1,053 nm,
1,056 nm, 1,076 nm, 1,080 nm, 1,083 nm, 1,094 nm, 1,106 nm,
1,136 nm, 1,160 nm, 1,181 nm, 1,190nm, 1,226 nm, 1,243 nm,
1,261 nm, 1,401 nm, 1,410 nm, 1,479 nm, 1,595 nm, 1,643 nm,
and 1,673 nm.

3.4. Establishment of the PLS-DA Classified Model.
PLS-DA is a regression model based on PLS, which in-
tegrates classified variables with spectral variables. In this

study, 23 feature wavelengths were, respectively, selected
using the CARS and SPA algorithms as spectral variables to
establish a PLS-DA classified model. /e number of optimal
principal components of the SNV+MSC−FS−PLS-DA,
SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA, and SNV+MSC−SPA−PLS-
DA models were determined to be 14%, 13%, and 14%,
respectively, based on the minimum RMSECV before
modeling.

PLS-DA classified models based on different pre-
treatment methods of C-F, F-To, and F-Tt Tan mutton were
established as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that calibration and validation set accuracy
of SNV+MSC−FS−PLS-DA based on the full spectrum re-
moval of the noise band, which ranges from 1,010nm to
1,678nm, can be up to 99% and 100%, respectively, which
shows that the full spectrum containing the 225 wavelength
variables well preserves the effective information that was used
in the model./e cross-validation error rate (7%) of the model
was lower than that of SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA, which
indicates the existence of invalid spectral variables among the
225 wavelengths. /e variables selected using the CARS and
SPA method only account for 10.2% of the full spectral var-
iables, which indicates that these two methods can reduce
the dimensions of the spectrum. /e cross-validation error
rate of SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA was only 3% (well below
7%), and the calibration and validation set accuracy was
98% and 100%, respectively. Its stability was better than
SNV+MSC−FS−PLS-DA and SNV+MSC−SPA−PLS-DA
as fewer optimal principal components were required for
the former, which illustrates that the CARS algorithm
can dispel redundant and irrelevant variables on the premise of
maintaining better performance of the model. With fewer
variables needed for modeling, the calculated speed of the
SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA model also increased. In con-
trast, the cross-validation error rate of SNV+MSC−SPA−PLS-
DA, respectively, decreased by 5% and 4%, and the error rate of
cross validation was higher than that of the other models.

/erefore, we concluded that CARS is a better method
for extracting feature variables than SPA, with
SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA better than SNV+MSC−FS−
PLS-DA and SNV+MSC−SPA−PLS-DA. In addition, as
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Figure 4: /e result of feature wavelengths extracted by CARS.
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shown in Figure 6, C-F, F-To, and F-Tt Tan mutton can be
well classified in the calibration and validation sets of
SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA.

4. Conclusions

Freezing is currently one of the most widely used methods to
extend the shelf life and maintain the quality of Tan mutton.
/is study explicitly showed that the surface microstructure,
texture (including hardness, gumminess, springiness, and
chewiness) of C-F Tan mutton extensively deteriorated after
F-T treatment, and further degradation occurred with in-
creasing F-T time. /e above changes during F-T storage
results in a substantial decrease in the quality, taste, and
commodity value of C-F Tan mutton.

To classify C-F and F-T Tan mutton and scientifically
guide its storage and sale in the market, this study conducted
a preliminary investigation on the internal and external
changes in Tan mutton after F-T treatment. /e hyper-
spectral data of C-F, F-To, and F-Tt Tan mutton were col-
lected, pretreated by SNV, MSC, and SNV+MSC, and then
feature spectral variables were extracted by CARS and SPA
algorithms at 1,010∼1,678 nm. SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA
based on 23 feature wavelengths was established and has
superiorly classified performance (calibration set accuracy:
98%) and the fastest computation speed.

/ere are also other changes in the F-T process such as
fat degradation, protein denaturation, soluble nutrient loss,
and surface chroma variations (including L∗, a∗, and b∗).
Additional comprehensive studies on the above changes in

Table 2: Classified models of C-F, F-To, and F-Tt Tan mutton.

Modeling method Wavelength number Number of principal components Cross-validation
error rate

Calibration
set accuracy

Validation set
accuracy

SNV+MSC−FS−PLS-DA 225 14 0.07 0.99 1.00
SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA 23 13 0.03 0.98 1.00
SNV+MSC−SPA−PLS-DA 23 14 0.09 0.94 0.96
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Figure 6: SNV+MSC−CARS−PLS-DA classification model.
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F-T mutton are warranted and, in combination with the
results of this study, may accomplish quality classification of
Tan mutton based on different F-T times.
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